
 

Synopsis 

This is a classic picture book by Eric Carle - The Tiny Seed. When the tiny 

seed is blown away from its parent plant, it travels a very long way – over 

seas, deserts and mountains. The tiny seed survives the hazards of the 

journey and finally falls onto fertile earth. It grows and grows, becoming the 

tallest, biggest flower for miles around. Then one day the wind blows and 

thousands of the flower's seeds begin their own journeys 

Publisher: Penguin Books Ltd   ISBN: 9780140557138. 

 

 

 



 

Synopsis 

From kangaroos and sharks to chickens and sunflowers, each title in this 

series is packed with facts about a life cycle. Photographs show children the 

processes that animals and plants go through on their way to being fully 

grown. 

Publisher: QED Publishing 

ISBN: 9781848352278 

 

 



 

Synopsis 

This classic story of Sophie and her extraordinary tea-time guest has been 

loved by millions of children since it was first published over 30 years ago. 

Now a new generation will enjoy this beautiful reformatted edition! The 

doorbell rings just as Sophie and her mummy are sitting down to tea. Who 

could it possibly be? What they certainly don't expect to see at the door is a 

big furry, stripy tiger! This modern classic picture book is perfect for reading 

aloud, or for small children to read to themselves time and again. All artwork 

has been re-originated and a fresh design approach has been used for this 

reformatted edition. 

Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers 

ISBN: 9780007215997 



 

 

Synopsis 

This is a sweet, touchy-feely book which is just right for sharing with babies 

and toddlers. The furry textures are a delight to touch, and even very young 

babies will reach out to touch them. 

Publisher: Usborne Publishing Ltd 

ISBN: 9781409562467 



 

Synopsis 

A modern classic named one of the best culturally diverse picture books in the 

UK, this is the story of Handa, who's part of the Luo tribe in south-west Kenya. 

Handa decides to take seven pieces of delicious fruit to her friend, Akeyo, who 

lives in the neighbouring village. But as Akeyo wonders, I wonder what fruit 

Akeyo will like best?, a series of sneaky animals steal something from 

Handa's basket, which she's carrying on her head...When Handa reaches 

Akeyo, will she have anything left to offer her friend? Richly-illustrated, 

brimming with luscious fruit and cheeky wild animals, this mouth-watering 

story is for the youngest of readers. In the best pantomime spirit, children will 

long to tell Handa what's happening right behind her! 

Publisher: Walker Books Ltd 

ISBN: 9780744536348 


